
# Learning gdb

;starting gdb
gdb program 
gdb - -silent  or gdb -q  // start gdb in silent mode without printing anything

;gbd options 

-s file // read symbols
-e file // dont know for know
-c file //core dump analyze

;loading gdbinit file
set auto-load local-gdinit
(gdb) shell  // start shell prompt 

;logging gdb’s outputs of commands  to  file
set logging on

info // info args,info registers,info breakpoints (abbreviated i)
set // For example, you can set the gdb prompt to a $-sign with set prompt $
show //In contrast to info, show is for describing the state of gdb itself

; show commands

show version
show configuration
show path // path looked for the exe
show environment //show all environments variable
show environment[varname]

;set commands

set disable-randomization <on/off/> // by default it is on in newer versions of gdb 
show disable-randomization  // to check whether it is on or off
set environment varname [=value] // set env USER = foo
unset environment varname

;debugging an already running process
attach <process-id>
detach
kill  //kill the child process

;thread functions
thread thread-id  //A command to switch  between threads



info threads  //a command to inquire about existing threads
set print thread-events //which controls  printing of messages on thread start and exit

;Debugging Forks

set follow-fork-mode mode // mode=parent/child

;gdb is able to save a snapshot of a program’s state, called a checkpoint 

checkpoint     //Save a snapshot of the debugged program’s current execution state. 

;breakpoints,watchpoints,catchpoints

A watchpoint is a special breakpoint that stops your program when the value of an
expression changes
A breakpoint makes your program stop whenever a certain point in the program is reached
A catchpoint is another special breakpoint that stops your program when a certain kind of event occurs, 
such as the throwing of a C++ exception or the loading of a library

break location
watch foo //watch foo variable and breaks
rwatch  <expr> //set a watchpoints that will break when the value of expr is read
awatch  <expr>    //set a watchpoints that will break when the value of expr is read or write
info watchpoints

catch syscall  // catch library functions  and exceptions
catch syscall chroot // catch whenever chroot is called

(gdb) catch syscall group:process
Catchpoint 1 (syscalls ’exit’ [1] ’fork’ [2] ’waitpid’ [7]
’execve’ [11] ’wait4’ [114] ’clone’ [120] ’vfork’ [190]
’exit_group’ [252] ’waitid’ [284] ’unshare’ [310])
(gdb) r

;deleting breakpoints
clear <location>
delete breakpoint(s) <number>
disable breakpoint(s) <number>
enable breakpoint(s) <number>

;navigating through programmes

stepi    //take one instruction at a time

step count  //take count number of steps 
next 



ni   //Execute one machine instruction, but if it is a function call, proceed until the function returns.
info signals //Print a table of all the kinds of signals and how gdb has been told to handle each one
catch signal //set a catchpoints
handle signal [keywords]
/*
nostop,stop,print,noprint,pass,noignore,nopass
(gdb) handle SIGUSR1

(gdb) ptype $_siginfo //ptype show structural information about signals
type = struct {
int si_signo;
int si_errno;
int si_code;
union {
int _pad[28];
struct {...} _kill;
struct {...} _timer;
struct {...} _rt;
struct {...} _sigchld;
struct {...} _sigfault;
struct {...} _sigpoll;
} _sifields;
}
;observer Mode
set observer on
set may-write-registers on
set may-write-registers off

;Running programs backward

rc [ignore-count] //Beginning at the point where your program last stopped, start executing in reverse
reverse-stepi //Reverse-execute one machine instruction
set exec-direction //Set the direction of target execution.set exec-direction reverse

;Recording Inferior’s Execution and Replaying It
record full
record goto //record goto start
record goto n  //Go to instruction number n in the execution log.
record 

;Examining The Stack
backtrace
bt

;Examining Source Files

list <linenum>



(gdb) disas 0x32c4, 0x32e4
(gdb) disas /m main

;examining data

int *array = (int *) malloc (len * sizeof (int)); // p*array@len

(gdb) p/x (short[2])0x12345678
$1 = {0x1234, 0x5678}
output formats
/*
x  //Regard the bits of the value as an integer
d   //Print as integer in signed decimal.
 u  //Print as integer in unsigned decimal.
  O //print as integer in octal
a  //Print as an address, both absolute in hexadecimal and as an offset from the nearest preceding 
symbol
(gdb) p/a 0x54320
$3 = 0x54320 <_initialize_vx+396>

(gdb) x/5i $pc-6
info mem

;Produce a Core File 
gcore [file]

;Search Memory
find 0x08048370,0x08048532,"hell"

;tracepoints
https://suchakra.wordpress.com/2016/06/29/fast-tracing-with-gdb/
/* basically it is a tracing kinda debugging
/*

;info breakpoints

info symbol 0x08048494
info functions
whatis <variable> // returns the type of variable

;Compiling and injecting code in gdb

compile code printf ("hello world\n");
compile code
>printf ("hello\n");
>printf ("world\n");
>end
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